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ABSTRACT

Scientific research reveals that the Bay of Bengal holds a huge quantity of natural oil and gas. Bangladesh is willing to explore this offshore gas reserve to stimulate its economic growth. But neighboring coastal states India and Myanmar are reluctant to negotiate their claims with Bangladesh recognizing her special circumstances rather they are claiming the gas reserved area of the sea which is also claimed by Bangladesh. The main dispute over maritime boundary delimitation between Bangladesh, India and Myanmar centers around Bangladeshi views to demarcate on equity basis North to South while Myanmar and India want to apply an equidistance system in East to West and West to East boundary respectively. This study will examine the decisions of the International Courts and Arbitration systems in cases which concern the situation as prevailing at Bay of Bengal in order to search the justification of the Bangladeshi claim of equitable solution considering its special geographical features. This study will explore at the necessity of negotiation as an alternative to the time-consuming and expensive judicial process.

INTRODUCTION

Historically, States rarely delimited their maritime boundaries with other States. This situation changed in the second half of the last century. Ocean resource development has led States to define their maritime boundaries more exactly. One of the primary intentions behind the move to establish these boundaries has been the development of technology to recover highly valuable hydrocarbons and other non-living resources of
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the seabed and subsoil.\textsuperscript{1} The commercial exploitation of these resources often requires that defined areas be allocated among operators.

The law on maritime boundary delimitation is one of the most complicated topics of maritime law which is crystallized in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,\textsuperscript{1982 (hereinafter UNCLOS)}\textsuperscript{2}. UNCLOS, which marks the beginning of a new era in the law of the sea, regulates the principal aspects of international ocean affairs. UNCLOS establishes and fixes the limits of marine zones, provides for the rights and duties of States in these zones, establishes the law applicable in the international seabed area on the basis of the principle of common heritage of mankind, imposes obligations on States to protect the marine environment, and provides for the means of dispute settlement.\textsuperscript{3}

UNCLOS was designed as a document that recognized that the problems of ocean space were closely related and demanded consideration as a whole.\textsuperscript{4} The UNCLOS was said to have responded to the challenges of modern day oceans governance that is fraught with interdependent, interdisciplinary and trans-sectoral implications.\textsuperscript{5} The issues in or beyond the Convention held plenty of potential for conflicts among nations.\textsuperscript{6} Therefore states perceived the need for having robust
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dispute settlement provisions in the UNCLOS.\textsuperscript{7} The dispute settlement provisions enshrined in Part XV, along with Annexes V – VIII of the UNCLOS, form the backbone of the dispute settlement system of the present law of the sea.\textsuperscript{8}

The delimitation of maritime boundaries, in particular delimitation of the seabed and subsoil, in conformity with international law, as it is reflected in UNCLOS, may create overlapping claims requiring maritime boundary delimitation. These delimitations have not proceeded at a healthy pace in areas where natural resources, mainly petroleum developments, were underway or expected.

The Bay of Bengal is a hydrocarbon-rich basin and the sea areas of Bangladesh are reportedly rich in straddling fish stocks and mineral resources, including hydrocarbons.\textsuperscript{9} Therefore maritime delimitation and delimiting the marine boundaries between the littoral States of the Bay of Bengal are necessary precondition for exploitation of these resources. But, the lack of defined boundaries, the presence of numerous deltas, islands and the existence of trans-boundary oil-gas deposits makes the delimitation process very complicated. The maritime boundaries of Bangladesh, as the only littoral State in the north of the Bay of Bengal facing with all the other two littoral States India and Myanmar, need to be delimited justly and equitably. But a long-standing dispute over maritime boundary delimitation of Bangladesh with India and Myanmar remains a major stumbling block in exploration of its offshore resources. The overlapping claims of these three countries over the maritime zones in the Bay of Bengal need to be settled for peaceful exploration of natural resources. While India and Myanmar want to delimit their maritime boundary on the basis of the equidistance principle, Bangladesh demands that delimitation should be based on the equitable method.

It is claimed that the total area of the sea under the resource jurisdiction of Bangladesh would be approximately 207,000 square km,

